Canon Economy Bond Plotter Paper

Coated Paper/ CAD/ GIS
Blue prints, maps, schedules and sketches are ideally rendered with Canon large format printers. These media are ideal for engineers and architects as well as CAD and GIS applications For everyday use, draft printing or graphics output, Canon offers a wide variety of paper and film media.

Universal Bond Paper, 90gsm
This dual sided, inline coated bond paper is ideal for monochrome, gray scales and color line drawing.

Canon also offers Economy Bond Paper, 75gsm just ask your Plotter-Paper-Rolls.com representative - This uncoated paper has a smooth surface for crisp, clear ink acceptance and superior line quality. Economy Bond Paper is great for presentation mapping, microfilming and general CAD/GIS applications.

With Canon media, you can count on consistently superior image quality and product performance. Canon media has gone through rigorous testing to ensure compatibility with imagePROGRAF printers in order to provide the best image quality. Canon media can meet your needs! Drafting designs, producing point-of-purchase displays and creating photographic and fine art reproductions can all be accomplished utilizing Canon imagePROGRAF printers and media.